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ABSTRACT This study compares the rate of denaturation with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) of the individual rungs of protein
charge ladders generated by acylation of the lysine e-NH1
3 groups of bovine carbonic anhydrase II (BCA). Each acylation decreases
the number of positively charged groups, increases the net negative charge, and increases the hydrophobic surface area of BCA.
This study reports the kinetics of denaturation in solutions containing SDS of the protein charge ladders generated with acetic and
hexanoic anhydrides; plotting these rates of denaturation as a function of the number of modiﬁcations yields a U-shaped curve. The
proteins with an intermediate number of modiﬁcations are the most stable to denaturation by SDS. There are four competing
interactions—two resulting from the change in electrostatics and two resulting from the change in exposed hydrophobic surface
area—that determine how a modiﬁcation affects the stability of a rung of a charge ladder of BCA to denaturation with SDS. A model
based on assumptions about how these interactions affect the folded and transition states has been developed and ﬁts the
experimental results. Modeling indicates that for each additional acylation, the magnitude of the change in the activation energy of
denaturation (DDGz) due to changes in the electrostatics is much larger than the change in DDGz due to changes in the hydrophobicity, but the intermolecular and intramolecular electrostatic effects are opposite in sign. At the high numbers of acylations, hydrophobic interactions cause the hexanoyl-modiﬁed BCA to denature nearly three orders of magnitude more rapidly than
the acetyl-modiﬁed BCA.

INTRODUCTION
Background
Interactions of proteins with surfactants are important in biochemistry, but incompletely understood. Probably the most
common example of the use of protein-surfactant interactions in biochemistry is SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (1), a technique used to separate proteins
based on their molecular weight. Other examples of the use
of surfactants in protein science include the solubilization
and reconstitution of membrane-associated proteins by detergents (2–4), and stabilization of drugs (5–7).
The aggregates formed between proteins and SDS have
been investigated extensively, but their structures, and the
mechanism by which they are formed, still have not been
established unambiguously. When fully denatured in SDS,
proteins bind ;1.4 g of SDS per g of protein (or ;1 SDS
molecule per 2 amino acids) (8–11). A wide variety of models
has been proposed for the structure of the denatured proteinSDS aggregate (12,13):
i. In the ‘‘rod-like model’’ (10), the SDS molecules form a
shell along the length of the protein backbone.
ii. In the ‘‘pearl necklace model’’ (14), micelle-like structures of SDS are scattered along the chain of the denatured protein. The protein passes through micelles of
approximately constant size.
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iii. In the ‘‘flexible a-helix/random coil model’’ (15), SDS
increases the propensity of cationic residues to form
a-helices.
iv. In the ‘‘flexible-helix model’’ (16), the detergent
molecules form a flexible, capped cylindrical micelle,
around which the hydrophilic segments of the polypeptide associate. The major stabilizing interaction in this
model is hydrogen bonding between the oxygen atoms
in the SDS molecules and the nitrogen atoms of the
polypeptide backbone.
v. In the ‘‘protein decorated micelle model’’ (12), the protein is located on the outside of micelles of differing sizes.
All these models aim to explain the observation of a
constant ratio of SDS molecules to the number of amino
acids in the protein-SDS aggregates, but experimental results
have not been able to distinguish conclusively between them.
Recent work (17) strongly suggests that molecules of SDS
that are associated with the protein are organized into
micelles. It appears that either the pearl necklace or protein
decorated micelle model is the most accurate of the five
models for the protein-SDS aggregate. For bovine serum
albumin (BSA), Turro et al. (18) showed, using NMR, that
the mobility of the sulfate headgroups was very small and
concluded that BSA is coiled predominantly around the
exterior of the bound SDS molecules. For this protein,
the most likely structure of the protein-SDS aggregate was
the protein-decorated micelle. Xu and Keiderling (19) studied
the acid-denatured state of cytochrome c and showed that, at
high concentrations of SDS (0.5 M), some of the protein was
doi: 10.1529/biophysj.106.081547
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located inside micelles (the pearl necklace model) whereas
some of the protein remained on the surface of micelles
(protein decorated micelle model).
Regardless of the structure of the aggregate, both the mechanism of denaturation and the contributions of electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions to the denaturation of proteins by
SDS remain incompletely understood. Many groups have used
equilibrium dialysis and calorimetry (20–23) to demonstrate
that at low concentrations of SDS, the average number (
n) of
SDS molecules bound to a protein molecule increases sharply
as the SDS concentration is raised. The binding then reaches a
plateau near values of n roughly equal to the number of cationic
residues in the protein, and increases sharply again as the SDS
concentration approaches the critical micelle concentration
(cmc) (13). At low concentrations of SDS, the binding is
mainly electrostatic, with some simultaneous interaction of the
hydrophobic tail with nearby hydrophobic patches on the protein. These initial interactions presumably cause some protein
unfolding and expose additional hydrophobic sites. More SDS
molecules then bind to the exposed hydrophobic sites in the
protein-SDS aggregate (24,25).
Although the overall picture described by these theories is
probably qualitatively correct, the mechanistic details almost
certainly differ among proteins, and the distinction made between the two regimes—primarily electrostatic, and primarily
hydrophobic—is probably blurred in many cases. The objective of this study was to distinguish between the effects of
charge and of hydrophobicity on the kinetics of denaturation
of a model protein, bovine carbonic anhydrase (BCA, E.C.
4.2.1.1), and of derivatives of this protein generated by acylation, having different charges and hydrophobicities.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
BCA is a good model for studying processes
involving denaturation
BCA is easy to handle, monomeric, and commercially available; it has no disulfide bonds (26,27). Its structure is welldefined by x-ray crystallography (28,29), and its binding of
arylsulfonamide inhibitors is also structurally well-defined (30).
A wide range of those inhibitors is commercially available
and synthetically accessible. There is an extensive literature
describing the denaturation of BCA with other denaturants,
i.e., urea and guanidinium chloride (GuHCl) (31–40). These
studies showed that the rate of folding of BCA is determined
by the isomerization of proline residues (35,41), that BCA
is not completely unfolded, even in saturated solutions of
GuHCl (39,42, 43), and that BCA, like many proteins that
have a large fraction of its structure in b-sheets, is particularly susceptible to aggregation in the partially (un)folded
state (44–46).
The denaturation and renaturation of BCA with SDS is
well-characterized: it is reversible at low concentrations of
SDS (,0.1 mM), and easily followed by capillary electro-
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phoresis (CE) (47,48). Yang et al. (49) synthesized a derivative of BCA, BCA-Ac18 (all 18 lysine groups acetylated), in
which the tertiary structure of the proteins is indistinguishable (by catalysis and circular dichroism) from the native
structure, but where the external surface of the proteins lacks
all 18 of the positively charged lysine e-NH31 groups present
in the native protein. After denaturation with SDS, both
BCA and BCA-Ac18 refold with similar rates (11 6 1 min
for BCA and 21 6 2 min for BCA-Ac18) (50) to the same
(native) structure upon complete removal of the SDS.
In a previous study, we demonstrated that the Zn(II)
cofactor of CA does not complicate studies of refolding of
CA (48). The Zn(II) cofactor is not required for refolding
into a native-like conformation, does not remain associated
with the unfolded protein, and does not significantly change
the rate of refolding. The presence of the Zn(II) cofactor
during refolding, however, does increase the total amount of
recovered protein by a factor of 2. All of the solutions used in
this study contain 100-mM Zn(II), so that any folded BCA or
BCA-derivative contains the Zn(II) cofactor (and therefore
binds inhibitors).

Protein charge ladders: systematic variation of
protein charge
Reaction of BCA with limited quantities of an anhydride
converts some of the 18 lysine-e-NH31 groups to lysine-eNHCOR groups. The derivatives appear in CE as a set of
peaks with regular spacing, a protein charge ladder (51,52).
Each ‘‘rung’’ of the charge ladder (with the exception of the
native and completely acylated forms) is, we assume, a set of
regioisomers with the same number, but different distribution, of modified lysine residues, and therefore, approximately the same net charge. Charge ladders are thus a family
of derivatives of a protein, in which the charge can be
changed systematically. Using different acylating reagents,
we can independently vary another parameter—hydrophobicity—and use the charge to count the number of modifications. Variation in the extent of acylation, and in the
structure of the acylating reagent, allow charge and hydrophobicity to be changed independently.

Comparison of rates of denaturation of
acetyl- and hexanoyl-charge ladders of BCA
In this study, we compare the rates of denaturation of two
charge ladders of BCA, one prepared with acetic anhydride,
(CH3CO)2O (BCA-Acn), and one prepared with hexanoic
anhydride, (CH3(CH2)4CO)2O (BCA-Hexn). We studied the
kinetics of denaturation of both for two reasons: i), because
the kinetics of interaction of proteins and surfactants represents an unexplored area; and, ii), practically, because we
were unable to measure the equilibrium constants between
native and denatured states for BCA and the members of the
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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charge ladders; the rates of denaturation and renaturation are
intractably slow at the intermediate (1–2.5 mM) concentrations of SDS that would be required for equilibration (47). In
addition, another process, presumably aggregation of partially folded intermediates, occurs at low concentrations of
SDS (0.7–2.5 mM) and prevents equilibration of the folded
and denatured states (47).
All members of the charge ladders used in this study are
stable at room temperature in the absence of denaturant. Each
rung of both of the charge ladders used here binds sulfonamide inhibitors (53) (Kd ; 0.3–1.3 mM, Fig. S1, Supplementary Material). We conclude that all of the rungs retain a
common active-site structure, and, we presume, a common
tertiary structure.
For any charge ladder of BCA, as the number of modifications (n) increases, the total charge on the protein becomes more negative, and the surface of the protein becomes
more hydrophobic due to conversion of NH1
3 groups to
NHCOR groups. Native BCA has a charge of ;2.9 at pH
8.4 (50). The charge on the early rungs of the ladder
increases linearly with the number of acylations; each rung
adds an additional charge of ;0.9 (54,55). Therefore, for
example, BCA-Ac8 has a charge of ;10. The later rungs of
the ladder may differ by ,0.9 units of charge (56). Using the
Linderstrøm-Lang model of cooperativity in proton binding
(57), we calculated the charge on BCA-Ac18 to be 19 (50).
The mobility of a given rung of BCA-Acn has nearly the
same mobility as the corresponding rung of BCA-Hexn. We
therefore assume that the charges of the BCA-Hexn are
indistinguishable from those of BCA-Acn for a given rung
number. (Small deviations in mobility between later rungs of
the two ladders may be due either to a change in charge or a
change in drag between the two ladders. We assume that any
differences in the mobilities are due to additional drag from
the hexanoyl groups relative to the acetyl groups.)
Hydrophobicity parameters (Hansch p-parameters, log
P-values) are often used to quantify the hydrophobicity of
modifications to molecules (59). The change in hydrophobicity from NH1
3 (log P ¼ 2.12) (60) to NHCOCH3 (one
modification using acetic anhydride, log P ¼ 1.21) (61,62)
is 10.9, that is, more hydrophobic. The change in log P for
the change from NH1
3 to NH(COCH2)4CH3 (one modification with hexanoic anhydride) is 12.9 (62).
Capillary electrophoresis
We use capillary electrophoresis to monitor the denaturation
of charge ladders of BCA. As the negatively charged SDS
molecules interact with the proteins, the electrophoretic mobility of the complex increases above that of BCA-Ac18; all
of the rungs of both of the ladders have indistinguishable
mobilities when they are denatured with SDS. Because the
mobilities of the denatured proteins—fully associated with
SDS—are much larger than the mobilities of any folded
proteins, we can observe all of the rungs of the charge ladder
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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and the denatured protein in the same sample. We detect
proteins using absorption at 214 nm; at this wavelength, the
amide bonds and aromatic side chains of the protein absorb,
but the SDS is transparent. Thus, there is no interference
from micelles of SDS, and CE can be used with SDS both
above and below the cmc.

Model of the kinetics of the interaction of charge
ladders of BCA with SDS
We interpret the kinetics of denaturation using transition
state theory (Eq. 1). In this equation, we can relate the experimentally measured rate (k) to the activation energy (DGz),
or the
k ¼ nkTST e

DG6 =RT

(1)

difference in energy between the folded, starting state, and
the conformations in the saddle point of the reaction. In Eq. 1,
n is a characteristic vibration frequency along the reaction coordinate at the saddle point and kTST is a transmission
coefficient. For simple chemical reactions, kTST is often assumed to be 1; that is, all of the molecules passing through
the transition state proceed to product, and n ¼ kbT/h (;6 3
1012 s1) where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and h is the Plank constant. For protein folding,
however, the transmission through the saddle point is
believed to be much less than unity. An empirical estimate
for nkTST in the folding of proteins is 106 s1 (62,63). This
number was calculated for cytochrome c (tfolding ﬃ 400 ms)
(64) and is, probably, an underestimate for BCA because it is
a larger protein than cytochrome c and folds much more
slowly (tfolding ﬃ 10 min) (50,65,66). Assuming that nkTST
does not change with type or number of acylation, an incorrect estimate for nkTST will affect only the scale of DGz.
An underestimate in the value of nkTST will lead to an
overestimate in the value of DGz.

Qualitative description of the model of
SDS-protein interaction
We propose that each acylation influences the activation
energy, and thus the rate of denaturation of the rungs of
charge ladders of BCA in four ways (see schematic diagram in
Fig. 1).
i. Intermolecular electrostatic interaction. Each acylation
increases the electrostatic repulsion between the more
negatively charged proteins and the negatively charged
SDS relative to the electrostatic repulsion between BCA
and SDS. The increased electrostatic interaction increases the stability (and therefore, DGz) of the latter
rungs of the charge ladder, relative to unmodified BCA,
to denaturation by SDS.
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repulsion decreases DGz of each rung of the charge
ladder relative to DGz of BCA.
iii. Intermolecular hydrophobic interaction. Each acylation
also increases the exposed hydrophobic surface area and
destabilizes the folded protein relative to BCA due to an
increase in the interaction between the protein and the
hydrophobic tails of the SDS molecules.
iv. Intramolecular hydrophobic interaction. Each acylation
destabilizes the folded protein relative to BCA due to an
increase in exposed hydrophobic surface area and an
increased ordering of water in the folded state relative to
unmodified BCA. Both of the effects of increased
hydrophobic surface area (effects iii and iv) should
make the latter rungs of the charge ladder less stable
than the early rungs to denaturation with SDS.

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the four factors discussed in the
text for the model of protein denaturation. The protein is represented as a
sphere with uniformly distributed negative charge on its surface. The dark
patches represent hydrophobic regions on the surface of the protein that
result from acylations. The depictions of SDS molecules are wavy lines
(dodecanoic chain) with negatively charged headgroups (sulfate group).
V-shaped entities represent water molecules.

ii. Intramolecular electrostatic interaction. Each acylation
decreases the stability of the folded protein, relative to
BCA, by increasing the net charge on its surface. The
charge-charge repulsion destabilizes the folded state of
a protein relative to BCA and makes the latter rungs of
the charge ladder less stable than the early rungs to
denaturation by SDS. The intramolecular electrostatic

This model does not account for any specific (local) interactions that are created or destroyed by acylation (e.g.,
removal of salt bridges between lysine and other anionic residues on the protein, steric interactions caused by increasing
the size of the lysine residue, or specific interactions between
positively charged residues and molecules of SDS); it treats
the protein as a distribution of charges and hydrophobic
surface area. A number of groups (67–69) have proposed that
positively charged residues on the surface of the protein
provide places for the negatively charged SDS molecules to
bind and nucleate further unfolding. We neglect any such
site-specific nucleation process in our model. Although neglecting local interactions runs the risk of neglecting important specific interactions, we demonstrate that our model
replicates the trends in the data without using them. There is
thus no need, at least for BCA, to consider local interactions
to describe how the rate of denaturation changes with acylation of lysine residues.
We wished to quantify the relative importance of these
stabilizing (electrostatic) and destabilizing (hydrophobic and
electrostatic) effects as the number of modifications increased. In comparing rungs with the same number of modifications, n, across charge ladders made with different
anhydrides, the charge remains the same, but the hydrophobicity differs. We assume that the patterns and regioselectivity of acylation with acetyl and hexanoyl ladders are
similar. Thus, we can distinguish the effects of charge and
hydrophobicity in one experimental system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Sources of chemicals and reagents
All chemicals were reagent grade unless stated otherwise. Acetic anhydride,
hexanoic anhydride, bovine carbonic anhydrase, 103 Tris-Gly concentrate,
HEPBS, dioxane, and dimethylformamide were purchased from Sigma
Chemical (Milwaukee, WI). Dialysis cassettes (weight cutoff of 10 kDa) and
desalting spin columns were purchased from Pierce (Rockford, IL). SDS
(Baker Chemical, Phillipsburg, NJ) was recrystallized in hot ethanol three
times, then dried and stored at –20°C until use. SDS was discarded or
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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repurified after 2 months. Tris-Gly buffer was made by diluting 100 mL of
the 103 concentrate with 900 mL of freshly distilled, deionized water and
filtered with a 0.22-mm filter (Pall, Ann Arbor, MI) before use.

Protein modiﬁcation using
hydrophobic anhydrides
We made solutions of 100 mM of BCA in 500 mL of 0.1M HEPBS buffer,
pH 9. Stock solutions of anhydrides were made by diluting 10 mL of
anhydride (acetic or hexanoic) into 500 mL dioxane. This stock solution was
then diluted with dioxane to make concentrations of anhydride that were 6,
12, and 18 times the concentration of lysines (1.9 mM) in the reaction
mixture. These reagents were made immediately before they were used.
Twenty-five mL of each of the diluted stocks of anhydride were added to the
protein solutions, so that the final ratio of anhydride to lysine was 0.3,
0.6, and 0.9 in each of the reaction mixtures. The mixtures were agitated
immediately using a vortex mixer. The reactions were left overnight to
ensure complete reaction. The proteins were desalted into 13 Tris-Gly
buffer using spin desalting columns. Each reaction mixture was then run on
CE to determine the relative concentration of each rung. The reaction
mixtures were then combined so that the final concentration of each rung
was approximately constant across the ladder.

Denaturation experiments
A charge ladder of BCA (BCA-Acn or BCA-Hexn, 1 mL of 100 mM total
protein in Tris-Gly buffer) was placed in a dialysis cassette (MW cutoff of 10
kDa). The dialysis cassette was placed in a 1 L bath of 3 mM SDS in TrisGly buffer at room temperature. The buffer was changed every 24 h. At
regular intervals of time (approximately every half-hour), 100 mL of the
protein solution was removed from the dialysis cassette; ;7 mL of that
aliquot was diluted 10-fold and the absorbance of the diluted sample at 280
nm (e280, BCA ¼ 57,000 M1cm1, we assume that the absorption cross
section is unchanged by acylation) was measured to determine the total
protein concentration. We diluted the aliquot because the absorbance of the
100 mM solution was too high to be read accurately by the ultraviolet
spectrometer. This diluted aliquot was discarded. The remainder of the
solution was then run on CE. The protein solution, except for the portion
diluted for ultraviolet measurement, was returned to the dialysis cassette; the
aliquot was outside of the dialysis cassette for ;5 min.

Capillary electrophoresis conditions
Capillary electrophoresis experiments were carried out in a Beckman
(Fullerton, CA) PACE-MDQ system, using a capillary of inner diameter of
50 mm of total length of 110.2 cm, 100 cm to the detector. Tris-Gly in D2O
was used as the running buffer, and the applied voltage was 30 kV. D2O was
used in place of H2O for the electrophoresis buffer because the viscosity of
D2O is higher than that of H2O and the higher viscosity minimizes diffusion.
Samples were injected using pressure (20 psi) for 30 s. Each sample
contained 0.65 mM dimethylformamide as an electrically neutral marker for
electroosmotic flow.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental protocol
The cmc of SDS in the Tris-Gly buffer used in this study is
4.3 mM (50). We chose 3 mM SDS for our studies of denaturation because this concentration of SDS denatures BCA
in an interval of time that is convenient for experimental
work using CE. In addition, this concentration of SDS is
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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close to the concentration often used in SDS-PAGE (0.1% or
;3.5 mM) (1). We put 1 mL of a solution of ;100 mM of a
charge ladder of BCA, dissolved in Tris-Gly buffer, into a
dialysis cassette (molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa) and
placed the cassette in 1 L of Tris-Gly buffer containing 3 mM
SDS. The bath was kept at room temperature (;22°C) for
the duration of the experiment.
SDS molecules pass through the dialysis cassette, but
the protein and protein-SDS aggregates and SDS micelles
do not. We used the dialysis cassette because we wanted to
maintain a constant concentration of free SDS in the solution
around the protein. If we assume that BCA and its charge
variants, like most proteins, bind SDS at a ratio of ;1 SDS
molecule per 2 amino acids (8–11), each BCA molecule
should bind ;130 SDS molecules. Because BCA binds so
many molecules of SDS, it is difficult to keep the concentration of free SDS constant without a large source (here using a dialysis cassette). Without a dialysis cassette, we would
be constrained to study denaturation at concentrations of
SDS more than 130 times the protein concentration (100 mM
in these experiments) i.e., above 13 mM. With the dialysis
cassette, we are able to add molecules of SDS to the system
without changing the concentration of free SDS, and to study
the denaturation of proteins below the cmc of SDS. (We
attempted to measure the relative rates of denaturation of
rungs of BCA-Acn using buffer containing 10 mM SDS, but
the proteins denatured in the time it takes to measure the
electropherograms. The experiment, as designed, cannot be
done above the cmc because the time it takes to denature
some rungs becomes faster than the time of a CE run.)
At regular intervals of time (approximately every half
hour), we removed 100-mL aliquots of the solutions containing the charge ladder of BCA from the cassette in a bath
of 3 mM SDS in Tris-Gly buffer, measured the total protein
concentration in the aliquot using absorbance at 280 nm, and
injected a portion (;10 nL) of the aliquot onto the CE. The
unused portions of the aliquots were then returned to the
cassette. The aliquots were out of the dialysis cassette for
,5 min; this time is shorter than the shortest times for denaturation (;16 min) measured in our experiments for denaturation, and therefore should not significantly affect our
measurements.
Corrections of peak areas
Fig. 2 shows electropherograms as a function of time for the
acetyl- and hexanoyl charge ladders of BCA. To quantify
the rate of denaturation of each rung of the charge ladders,
the peaks were integrated and then corrected for three factors.
Residence time in the detection volume

Proteins that have a higher velocity along the capillary spend
less time in the detection volume than proteins that have
lower velocity. If two proteins with the same absorptivity
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FIGURE 2 Denaturation of hydrophobic
charge ladders of (A) BCA-Acn and (B) BCAHexn. Dimethylformamide was used as a neutral marker of electroosmotic flow. Each ladder
is labeled with the time elapsed after placing the
dialysis cassette containing protein in the solution of SDS; the dotted lines match up measurements of BCA-Acn and BCA-Hexn measured
at the same amount of elapsed time. The peak
corresponding to denatured, aggregated BCASDS is labeled (Agg) and has fine structure; this
structure may be due to different denatured
states of the BCA-SDS aggregate.

were present in a sample in equal concentrations, the protein
of lower velocity would have a larger measured peak area
than the protein of higher velocity. To correct for this
experimental bias, we multiplied the area of each peak by the
velocity of the protein (Acorr ¼ Ameasured 3 LD/tD), where LD
is the length of the capillary from the end (where injection
occurs) to the detector (100 cm in all of our experiments) and
tD is the time it takes for the rung to reach the detector (71).
Initial differences in concentrations of each rung

The areas of each of the rungs in the charge ladder were not
all equal before denaturation. To measure the fraction of each
rung that has denatured at each time, the velocity-corrected
area of each rung in the sample was divided by the velocitycorrected area of that rung in the charge ladder run in the
absence of SDS.
Loss of protein due to dialysis

The total protein concentration, as measured by absorbance
at 280 nm, decreased by ;15% over a week of dialysis,
presumably through association with the dialysis membrane,
and/or leakage out of the dialysis cassette. The correction for
total protein concentration assumes that regardless of the
mechanism by which protein is lost, each rung is lost equally.

Comparison of the rates of denaturation
Fig. 3 shows the decrease in corrected peak area as a function
of time for representative rungs of the BCA-Acn and BCAHexn charge ladders. We fit each of these sets of data to a

single exponential decay and plotted the rate of denaturation
as a function of rung number (Fig. 4 A). In principle, since
every rung (except the native—BCA—and fully functionalized proteins—BCA-Ac18) is a collection of regioisomers,
the denaturation profile may not be a single exponential
function. We use the single exponential as a measure of the
relative rates of denaturation of each rung. The exact functional form is not required for our analysis, and each set of
the data in Fig. 3 appears to fit a single exponential well. Fig.
4 A shows that there is a pronounced minimum in the plot
of the rates of denaturation versus number of acylations for
both charge ladders; the earlier and later rungs denature more
rapidly, and the middle rungs denature least rapidly.
Mathematical model of the kinetics of the
interaction of charge ladders of BCA with SDS
As we described in the introduction, we propose a model in
which there are two types of interactions—electrostatic and
hydrophobic—that change the DGz for denaturation of
modified BCA by SDS relative to that of BCA. Each of the
two types of interactions has an intermolecular component
that describes how the modification changes the interaction
between SDS and protein, and an intramolecular component
that describes how the modification changes the stability
of the modified BCA in the absence of SDS. Here we will
construct a mathematical description of the model to fit the
data describing rate of denaturation versus the number of
acylations (Fig. 4 A).
The four types of interactions should add to give the total
activation energy of denaturation for each rung of a charge
ladder (Eq. 2), where DGzBCA-Xn is the activation
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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FIGURE 3 Corrected areas (see text for details) as a function of time for
representative rungs of (A) an BCA-Acn charge ladder and (B) a BCA-Hexn
charge ladder. Deviations from linearity could be due to the fact that each
rung of the charge ladder is made up of a mixture of regioisomers that may
have different rates of denaturation. The data shown in this figure are from
one experiment. (It is difficult to give experimental uncertainties to the
points on the graph because the time at which the points were taken differed
between repetitions of the experiment.)
6

6

6

FIGURE 4 (A) Rate constants of denaturation for both (n) BCA-Acn and
(s) BCA-Hexn charge ladders with SDS as a function of the number of
acylations. The points are the arithmetic average and the error bars are minimum and maximum values measured in three repetitions for BCA-Acn and
four repetitions for BCA-Hexn. The right y axis shows the corresponding
DGz in kcal/mol calculated using Eq. 1. The lines show fits of the equation
DGz ¼ a 1 bn 1 cn2 to the data; see text for discussion of this model. (B)
A plot of the difference in DGz between a rung of an acetyl ladder and a
hexanoyl ladder as a function of rung number. The data fit a line (slope ¼
0.17 kcal/mol, R2 ¼ 0.97). The fit of these data to a linear plot (dotted lines)
suggests that the difference in DGz between the two ladders is only due to the
difference in the linear term bn; the c coefficient includes only electrostatic
contributions to DGz.

6

DGBCAXn ¼ DGBCA 1 DDGe;pSDS 1 DDGe;p
6

6

1 DDGhydro;pSDS 1 DDGhydro;p

(2)

energy of denaturation for the nth rung of a charge ladder,
DGzBCA is the activation energy of unmodified BCA, and the
other terms are the additional activation energies of unfolding,
relative to BCA, due to i), intermolecular electrostatic repulsion between the SDS molecule and the modified BCA
(DDGze,pSDS); ii), intramolecular electrostatic repulsion between the charges on the surface of the modified BCA
(DDGze,p); iii), intermolecular hydrophobic interaction between the SDS molecules and modified BCA (DDGzhydro pSDS);
and iv), intramolecular hydrophobic interaction due to the
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310

additional exposed hydrophobic residues on the surface of
modified BCA (DDGzhydro,p). To write down a functional form
for each of these interactions, and to build a tractable model, we
must apply a number of approximations to simplify the system
composed of the protein, surfactant, and aqueous solvent.
Assumptions in the mathematical description
of the model
We approximate both the structure of the folded protein and
the structure of the transition state as spheres with net charge
uniformly distributed on the surface, and with a uniform
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dielectric constant inside this shell of charge. The model
we propose ignores all molecular-level details of protein,
surfactant, and the solvent. The number (and distribution) of
the molecules of SDS that bind to the protein in the transition
state are also considered to be constant for all rungs of the
charge ladders. This assumption concerning the stoichiometry of the transition state is suspect, but required to write an
equation for the intermolecular electrostatic repulsion term;
we assume a single value for the number of SDS molecules
bound in the transition state (m) for all BCA derivatives. We
assume the value of dielectric constant of water (ew) is 80,
and we neglect the change in the dielectric constant that
probably occurs near the surface of the protein. Others have
shown that the dielectric constant of water is close to 20 over
a few layers of water molecules (a few angstroms) due to the
reduced mobility of the water molecules next to the surface
of the protein (72). The dielectric constant is probably
affected by the distribution of charged, polar, and apolar
groups in the protein and the net charge of the protein (56).
We further assume that the dielectric constant is uniform
throughout the interior of the protein (ep ¼ 5) (72). In real
systems, the dielectric constant is structured on a microscopic scale and may vary with position. The dielectric
constant of solvent-exposed regions of the protein is probably higher than the interior due to configurational mobility
of polar side chains (73).
Each conversion of a lysine-e-NH31 group to a lysine-eNHCOR group changes the charge (DZ) by,1 unit of
charge, reflecting charge regulation (54,55). The value of DZ
is close to 0.9 for the first few acylations in the conditions
we used (pH 8.4), and is probably ,0.9 (probably between
0.7 and 0.9) at high numbers of acylation. We will
assume that DZ ¼ 0.9 for all acylations regardless of the
acylating reagent and number of prior acylations (that is, for
example, we assume that BCA-Ac5 and BCA-Hex5 have the
same net charge and charge distribution). In these calculations, we consider only first-order electrostatic interactions.
We will ignore any higher-order electrostatic interactions
(for example, charge-dipole and charge-induced dipole
effects) between the charged surfactant and protein (assumed
to be a dielectric sphere).
This model is clearly a draconian simplification, relative
to the real proteins. Proteins are not a spherical shell of
charges—not all of the charges are uniformly distributed or
located at the surface of the protein, and the protein can
compensate for additional charges by changing the values
of pKa of nearby groups (54,55). Using these assumptions,
we can, however, derive equations for each of the terms in
Eq. 2.
Intermolecular electrostatic repulsion between
SDS and BCA
The repulsion between a negatively charged molecule of
SDS and a protein can be described by Coulomb’s law in
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water containing salts (Eq. 3), where qSDS is the charge on
SDS (1 ec), ec is the charge of
E¼

qSDS qBCAXn
4pe0 ew dð1 1 kdÞ

(3)

an electron, qBCAXn is the charge on the nth rung of the
charge ladder, ew is the dielectric constant of water, e0 is
the permittivity of free space, d is the distance between the
center of the sphere representing the protein and the
molecule of SDS, and k is the inverse Debye length (0.333
nm1 in Tris-Gly buffer, ionic strength of 10 mM). The
DDGze,pSDS term (the difference between DGze,pSDS for
BCA-Xn and for BCA) is then given by Eq. 4 where qBCA is
the charge on
6

6

6

DDGe;pSDS ¼ DDGe;pSDS ðBCA  Xn ÞDDGe;pSDS ðBCAÞ
¼

mqSDS qBCAXn
mqSDS qBCA

4pe0 ew dð1 1 kdÞ 4pe0 ew dð1 1 kdÞ

¼

me2c DZn
4pe0 ew dð1 1 kdÞ

(4)

native BCA (Z0 ¼ 3 ec), and m is the number of molecules
of SDS that are bound to the protein in the transition state.
We consider only values of free energy in this calculation.
In water, the relative partitioning of the free energy due to
Coulombic interactions into enthalpy and entropy is complicated, and the majority of the free energy may be due to
entropy (not due to enthalpy—the major portion of the free
energy in vacuum) (56). In the interaction of protein with
molecules of SDS, it is unclear whether the solvation
(entropic effects) or enthalpy is the primary contributor to
DG.
Intramolecular charge/charge repulsion
The change in energy upon adding a charge to a uniform
shell of charge on the surface of a protein is given by Eq. 5,
where
2

6

DDGe;p ¼

2

2

2

qBCAXn  qBCA
qBCAXn  qBCA

8pe0 ep Rð1 1 kRÞ 8pe0 ep RTS ð1 1 kRTS Þ
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

ec ðZ0  nDZÞ  ec Z0 ec ðZ0  nDZÞ  ec Z0

8pe0 ep Rð1 1 kRÞ
8pe0 ep RTS ð1 1 kRTS Þ


2
ec
1
1

¼
8pe0 ep Rð1 1 kRÞ RTS ð1 1 kRTS Þ

¼

3ð2Z0 DZn 1 n2 Þ:

(5)

R is the radius of the protein, ep is the dielectric constant in
the interior of the protein, and RTS is the radius of the transition state. This equation approximates both the folded protein and the transition state of the protein-SDS aggregate as
spheres.
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Because we have assumed that DZ is the same for acylations in all positions, and because we have assumed that the
charge is uniformly distributed on the surfaces of the spherical protein, proteins contained in a given rung of the charge
ladder, even though they are regioisomers, should repel a
molecule of SDS with the same force. The two equations
(3 and 5) that describe how changes in electrostatics affect
changes to DGz will, therefore, be the same for both the
acetyl and hexanoyl charge ladders.

Hydrophobic contributions to DGz
Intermolecular hydrophobic interaction between exposed
hydrophobic surface area of BCA and molecules of SDS

z

DDGhydro; p ¼ Chydro;p  n

The additional exposed hydrophobic surface area on the
acylated proteins relative to BCA increases the interaction
(and hence the equilibrium constant for association) between
SDS molecules and the protein. We assume that this increase
in interaction is proportional to the additional hydrophobic
surface area of the acylated proteins relative to unacylated
BCA (Eq. 6); in this equation n is the number of modifications and
z

DDGhydro; pSDS ¼ Chydro;pSDS  n:

The free energy required to transfer a hydrocarbon from
the pure hydrocarbon phase to water is a linear function of
the surface area of the chain (75,76). Zhou and Zhou have
generated an empirical stability scale for hydrophobic residues using 1023 point mutations to 35 different proteins
(77). They demonstrated that a change in hydrophobic
surface area on a protein contributes 12–28 cal mol1 Å2 to
DG°unfolding. Using the stability scale measured by Zhou and
Zhou as justification, we assume that the difference in free
energy of folding between acylated BCA and BCA
(DDG°folding), and also the destabilization of the folded state
relative to the transition state (DDGz), is linear with the
number of acylations (Eq. 7); where Chydro,p is a

(6)

Chydro,pSDS is a constant of proportionality that is larger
for hexanoyl than for acetyl ladders. The ratio of the
p-parameters described in the introduction suggests that
each modification with hexanoic anhydride results in a
change in hydrophobicity that is similar to three acylations
with acetic anhydride, and therefore, that Chydro, pSDS(BCAHexn) ﬃ 3 Chydro, pSDS(BCA-Acn).

(7)

constant of proportionality that differs between charge
ladders and should be proportional to size of the surface
area of the acylating reagent used. Because hexanoyl groups
are ;3 times the surface area of acetyl group, Chydro, p(BCAHexn) ¼ 3 Chydro, p(BCA-Acn).
We also performed a surface area calculation to determine
the change in surface area between the conversion of BCA to
BCA-Ac18 and BCA to BCA-Hex18. We calculated that the
reaction with acetic anhydride changed the surface area of
BCA by 400 Å2 and the reaction with hexanoic anhydride
changed the surface area of BCA by 1180 Å2. Since this
change is a factor of 2.9, we conclude that our estimate that
each modification with hexanoic anhydride adds three times
the amount of surface area than modification with acetic
anhydride is justified.
Treatment of the changes to hydrophobicity in the model

Intramolecular destabilization due to additional exposed
hydrophobic surface area

The increase in the exposed hydrophobic area on the surface
of the acylated BCA relative to BCA should also decrease
the stability of the folded protein. The increase in exposed
surface area increases the order of the water surrounding the
protein, thereby decreasing the entropy in the folded state.
The increase in ordered water molecules around hydrophobic
residues relative to BCA should be greatest in the folded
state; in the denatured state, there is a large exposed surface,
and the change due to the chemical modification of lysine
residues should be minimal. The DDG°folding between
acylated BCA and BCA is, then, primarily due to a destabilization of the ground state; this destabilization should also
affect DDGz because the transition state should be less
affected than the folded state. (The configurational entropy
of the modified side chains in the native and transition states
may also contribute to the stability of the derivatives. The
relative configurational entropy in the ground and the transition state could also increase the rate of denaturation of
modified BCA relative to native BCA.)
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310

Because DDGzhydro, pSDS and DDGzhydro, p have the same
functional form within our model, the same dependence on
the number of modifications, and the same dependence on
the identity of the anhydride (3Chydro(Ac) ¼ Chydro(Hex)),
we will not be able to distinguish between the intermolecular
and intramolecular effects of changes in hydrophobicity. We
will only be able to measure the cumulative DDGzhydro (Eq. 8).
Here, Chydro is a proportionality constant and is equal to
Chydro; pSDS 1Chydro; p :
z

z

z

DDGhydro ¼ DDGhydro; pSDS 1 DDGhydro; p ¼ Chydro  n

(8)

Combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic terms into
a single equation

By substituting Eqs. 3, 4, and 8 into Eq. 2, we can express the
activation energy of each rung of the charge ladder as a
function of the number of acylations, n (Eq. 9). The nonlinear term in Eq. 9 only depends on intramolecular electrostatic repulsion. Since the data
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2

mec DZn
4pe0 ew dð1 1 kdÞ


e2c
1
1


8pe0 ep Rð1 1 kRÞ RTS ð1 1 kRTS Þ

DG6BCAXn ¼ DG6BCA 1

2

3ð2Z0 DZn 1 n Þ  Chydro n

(9)

in Fig. 4 A are clearly nonlinear, we can conclude that the
intramolecular electrostatic repulsion is an important factor in
the denaturation of proteins, especially when the net charge
on the protein becomes large (.10 ec for BCA). Since this
repulsion depends only on parameters of the protein (and not
the SDS molecules), it may play a role in protein stability and
denaturation with other denaturants.
There are four unknown parameters (m, the number of
molecules of SDS bound to the protein in the transition state,
RTS, the radius of the transition state, d, the distance between
the SDS molecules and the protein in the transition state, and
Chydro, a constant representing the sum of the hydrophobic
interactions) in Eq. 9; it is not possible to measure or estimate
these parameters because they depend on the geometry of the
transition state. We therefore estimate those parameters using
our model and the data in Fig. 4 A, and decide if the calculated
values for these parameters seem physically reasonable.
Analysis of the relative rates of denaturation of different
rungs to the proposed model

The model predicts that a second-order polynomial describes
the rate of denaturation as a function of the number of acylations. We fit the data in Fig. 4 A to a second-order polynomial (a 1 b n 1 cn2), where n is the number of acylations.
The fits of the two charge ladders were constrained to obtain
the best fit for both ladders, with a and c constrained to the
same value for both ladders because they describe the electrostatic terms (which we assume to be invariant). Fig. 4 A
shows the fits. (If the data for BCA-Acn and BCA-Hexn are
fit independently, the values for a and c for each data set are
within error of each other.) The coefficients a and c are
independent of the kind of acylation because they do not
depend on the hydrophobicity of the reagent; they depend
only on the electrostatic interactions. As a result, the difference in activation energies between acetyl and hexanoyl
ladders (Eq. 10) should be linear (Fig. 4 A). The slope (0.17
kcal/mol of
z

z

z

DDG ¼ DG ðBCA  Acn Þ  DG ðBCA  Hexn Þ

(10)

protein) is equal to DChydro, where DChydro ¼ Chydro(Ac)Chydro(Hex) ¼ Chydro(Ac)-3Chydro(Ac) ¼ 2 Chydro(Ac).
Therefore, Chydro(Ac) ¼ 0.085 kcal/mol and Chydro(Hex) ¼
0.26 kcal/mol per acylation.
We found that DGz for BCA (i.e., the a coefficient) was
14 6 1 kcal/mol; this value will be directly affected by our
estimate that nkTST ¼ 106 s1. If we underestimated the
value of nkTST, the actual DGz for BCA will be lower.

The c coefficient—due only to intramolecular electrostatic
destabilization—was 0.023 6 0.001 kcal/mol of protein.
(The negative sign on the c coefficient indicates that the
intramolecular electrostatic repulsion decreases DGz. The
negative sign is expected because this repulsion should destabilize the folded state of the protein and decrease the magnitude of the activation energy of denaturation.) Using the
model, and assuming a radius of BCA of 2 nm, we calculate
RTS to be 2.1 nm. This radius is 5% larger than that of the
folded protein, and we speculate that the protein remains
relatively compact in the transition state.
The b coefficient for BCA-Acn was 0.50 6 0.01 kcal/mol of
protein; the b coefficient for BCA-Hexn was 0.33 6 0.01 kcal/
mol of protein. This parameter has four components (see Eq. 9):
i), electrostatic repulsion between the protein and SDS molecules, ii), the linear portion of the intramolecular electrostatic
term, iii), hydrophobic interaction between protein and SDS,
and iv), destabilization of the protein due to exposed hydrophobic surface area. From the calculations above, we estimate
that Chydro(acetyl) ¼ 0.085 kcal/mol and Chydro(hexanoyl) ¼
0.26 kcal/mol, and that RTS ¼ 2.1 nm. We then have two
remaining unknown parameters, d and m, but only one equation
to constrain them. We can, however, make reasonable
assumptions about one of these parameters and see if the
corresponding value for the other parameter is reasonable. If
we assume d is the radius of the protein in the transition state
(2.1 nm), we calculate a value for m of ;7 molecules of SDS
bound in the transition state. If we guess that m is ;10 molecules of SDS, we calculate a value for d of 2.8 nm.
We know that d should not be much larger than the Debye
length (3 nm in our buffer) or the interactions should be heavily
screened. With the assumptions made in this highly simplified
model, we conclude that there are ;10 molecules of SDS
bound in the transition state. Since this number is ;1 order of
magnitude lower than the ;130 molecules of SDS bound to the
protein when completely denatured, we conclude that there are
a small number of SDS molecules that interact with the protein
and cause changes to the conformation of the protein. The rest
of the molecules of SDS thus bind to the denaturing protein in
later, nonrate determining steps.
Interpretation of the results of the ﬁtting

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of how the four effects in
the model affect the height of the activation barrier. It also
shows a plot of the contributions of DGze,pSDS, DGze,p, and
DGzhydro to DDGz between BCA and each rung of the charge
ladder. For both BCA-Acn and BCA-Hexn, net electrostatics
contribute more to DGz than hydrophobicity. The contribution to DDGz due to the changes in net charge of the protein is
shown as the dotted red/green line. At low values of n, the
DGze,p term dominates and the modified proteins have a
higher activation energy than the native BCA. At high values
of n, the contributions of DGze,pSDS and DGze,p largely
offset each other. For BCA-Hexn, the effects of changes in
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310
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to identify free energies that may be important in determining how the stability of a protein is changed by chemical
modifications to that protein and how surfactants denature
proteins. Nonetheless, the model described here offers a first
step toward understanding the major components of a very
complicated and poorly understood system.

CONCLUSIONS

FIGURE 5 (A) Contributions to DDGz from DGze,pSDS (green line),
DGze,p (red line), and DGzhydro (blue line; dashed line, Acn, and dotted
line, Hexn). The sum of the electrostatic contributions is marked as the redgreen dashed line. The data for DDGz—the sum of the four components—are
shown for BCA-Acn (n) and BCA-Hexn (s). The fits to the data (dashed
line, BCA-Acn; dotted line, BCA-Hexn) are those given by Eq. 9. See text
for details of the model. (B) An example of how the energy of the transition
state changes relative to that of the ground state with 10 modifications. The
folded states of BCA, BCA-Ac10, and BCA-Hex10 are scaled to the same
energy. The arrows (in the same colors as A) indicate how each of the factors
changes the relative position of the transition state. The red/green dashed line
shows the effects of just the electrostatic terms on the energy of the transition
state (i.e., if 10 lysine groups were neutralized with no corresponding change
in hydrophobicity).

hydrophobicity (dotted blue line) are nearly the same in
magnitude as the effects of changes in electrostatics.
The data are consistent with the model presented, but the
good agreement between the model and the data are certainly
not proof that this model is an accurate description of the
molecular processes involved in denaturation. The assumptions discussed earlier are simplifications of a complex
biochemical system, and the simplistic model can only begin
Biophysical Journal 91(1) 298–310

Hydrophobic charge ladders are a useful tool for determining
the relative importance of charge and hydrophobicity in the
denaturation of proteins with SDS. Charge ladders provide
data in which charge and hydrophobicity vary independently.
These data allow us to estimate quantitatively the relative
importance of electrostatics and hydrophobicity in the rate of
denaturation of BCA (and, in principle, other proteins) with
SDS. In particular, the study with acetyl and hexanoyl charge
ladders of BCA indicates that both charge and hydrophobicity
affect the rate of denaturation of BCA with SDS. We conclude
that the effects of charge on denaturation with SDS are
;5-fold larger than the effects of hydrophobicity for BCAAcn and of similar size for BCA-Hexn.
To account for the curvature in the data of rate of denaturation versus number of acylations, we must include a
nonlinear term that describes intramolecular electrostatic
repulsion. The functional form of the model described in
this study fits well to the data for BCA-Acn and BCA-Hexn;
we conclude that the four terms included in our model—interand intramolecular electrostatic repulsion, and inter- and
intramolecular hydrophobic interactions—give a plausible
description of the major factors in determining the change in
the rate of denaturation with acylation. Results suggest that
removing small amounts of negative charge (;1–10 ec) from
the surface of a protein may stabilize that protein to denaturation with SDS, but that removing large amounts of charge
(.15 ec) will destabilize the protein. There is, therefore, an
optimum amount of surface charge to make a protein stable to
SDS denaturation and, at least for one protein (BCA), this
ideal charge is different from that of the native protein. The
strength of using charge ladders is that the effects are averaged
over multiple species (regioisomers). The fact that we can
describe the denaturation of the set of them represented by
each rung of the ladder with a simple, intuitive model, and a
common set of numerical constants, implies that the rate of
denaturation is dominated by global (nonlocal) effects.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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